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The computational cost of multivariate kernel density estimation can be reduced
by prebinning the data. The data are discretized to a grid and a weighted kernel
estimator is computed. We report results on the accuracy of such a binned kernel
estimator and discuss the computational complexity of the estimator as measured
by its average number of nonzero terms.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
During recent years kernel methods have become very popular tools in
data smoothing (cf. Scott (1992), Wand and Jones (1995)). In addition to
flexibility, a great part of their appeal stems from the simple explicit defini-
tions which allow easy programming and useful theoretical analysis. A
serious drawback is the high computational cost when the basic forms of
these estimators are used. To compute a kernel estimate at a point one
has to evaluate and sum multivariate functions associated with all the
individual data points. To alleviate this problem several modifications of
the original definitions have been proposed. One popular idea is to bin the
data first and then apply kernel smoothing. The purpose of this article is
to discuss one such approach to kernel density estimation.
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Given a sample X1 , ..., Xn from an unknown density f, the kernel
estimator of f is defined by
f (x)=n&1 :
n
i=1
Kh(x&Xi), x # Rd, (1.1)
where K is a kernel function, R d K=1, h>0 is a smoothing parameter,
and Kh(x)=h&dK(xh). To define the binned kernel density estimator, let
$>0, consider the integer lattice points +=(+1 , ..., +d) # Zd, and divide the
space Rd into disjoint bins B+ with side length $ and center at $+,
B+= ‘
d
i=1
[(+ i&12) $, (+i+12) $[. (1.2)
Let N+ be the number of those sample points that fall in B+ and define
p^+=N+ n. The binned kernel density estimator of f is then
f (x)= :
+ # Zd
p^+Kh(x&$+), x # Rd. (1.3)
Early references to this estimator include Hall (1982), and Scott and
Sheather (1985). There is also a close relationship with the Averaged
Shifted Histogram (Scott (1985)) and the more general WARPing approach
(Ha rdle and Scott (1992)). Other references can be found in Jones (1989),
and Wand and Jones (1995).
Two key questions associated with the binned estimator are its estima-
tion accuracy and the achieved savings in computational work when
compared with the ordinary kernel estimator (1.1). A detailed analysis of
the pointwise error was recently presented in Hall and Wand (1996); see
also Ha ma la inen (1995). In Section 2 we will give a rigorous analysis of the
integrated error under explicit smoothness conditions on the density f and
the kernel K. To our knowledge, such a result has not been published before.
As a consequence of the analysis, consistency of the binned estimator as
well as asymptotic error formulas are established under precise conditions.
The error of the binned estimator can then be compared to the error of the
ordinary kernel estimator under specific choices of the bin side length $.
We also show that the consistency of the binned estimator generally requires
that $n , hn , $n hn  0 as n  . It is common to set $n=:hn for some
constant :>0 and we discuss how the choice of : and K can affect the
potential residual error that results from the inconsistency of the binned
estimator. To keep the analysis as simple as possible we have used
throughout this paper the simple binning scheme described above. The
extensions to other approaches, such as linear binning, are obvious. Such
schemes can offer great improvements in practice (e.g. Hall and Wand
(1996), Wand (1994)).
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Fast evaluation of a kernel density estimate is needed for example in
data visualization. The density estimate is then usually evaluated on a
regular grid. Computational savings are possible when the regularity of the
grid and perhaps devices such as the Fast Fourier Transform are utilized
(Fan and Marron (1994), Ha rdle and Scott (1992), Silverman (1982),
Wand (1994)). In some important applications, such as pattern recognition
(discrimination), the density estimates are typically set up once, stored, and
then evaluated repeatedly at random points of the pattern space. It is for
example in such situations that we want to understand the computational
savings possible by replacing f with f . When the kernel K used is every-
where positive, the computational cost of evaluating the binned kernel
estimate at a point is directly proportional to the number of nonempty bins
B+ as this equals the number of nonzero terms of (1.3). In this paper we
use the expected number of nonempty bins, ;n , to measure the computa-
tional complexity of the binned estimator. Note that although substantial
computational savings are possible using kernels with a compact support,
the everywhere positive Gaussian kernel is very popular in practice. In
discrimination its positivity provides unambiguous estimates for class
posterior probabilities for all x and it has advantages in other areas such
as mode estimation (e.g. Minnotte and Scott (1993)). Further, even with
a compact support kernel, when the binned estimator f is stored as an
unordered set of nonzero terms, ;n measures directly the cost of evaluating
f at a point x since one has to compute the distance of x from all the bin
centers $+. The quantity ;n also reflects the amount of computer memory
needed to store f . Note also that, apart from the above considerations,
knowing ;n leads also to better estimates of the computational cost of
schemes such as WARPing (Ha rdle and Scott (1992), pp. 108111). The
number of nonempty bins was also discussed in this context in Breuer
(1990) (cf. Ha rdle and Scott (1992)). In Section 3 we derive explicit upper
and lower bounds for ;n and use concrete examples to discuss the effect the
tails of f, the dimension of the data, and the order of the kernel used have
on the achievable reduction in computational complexity. A small simula-
tion study is used to demonstrate the possibility of very different growth
rates of ;n for small and large values of n, respectively. Finally, Section 6
summarizes those findings of the paper that might be of interest from a
practical point of view. In particular, a simulation study demonstrates how
the great computational savings of one dimensional binning can be quickly
lost in a multivariate setting.
Notation
The following notation and definitions are used. A vector :=(:1 , ..., :d)
of integers :i0 is a multi-index, |:|=:1+ } } } +:d , :!=:1 ! } } } :d !, ( :;)=
:![;! (:&;)!] and, for x=(x1 , ..., xd) # Rd, x:=x:11 } } } x
:d
d . The i th partial
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derivative of a function g is denoted by Di g and D:g=D:11 } } } D
:d
d g. For
multi-indices : and ;, :; means :i;i for all i. If k0 is an integer,
k:=(k:1 , ..., k:d), and it turns out to be convenient to define also the sum
:+k=(:1+k, ..., :d+k). Further, we define :k to mean :ik for all i.
The usual space L p(Rd), 1 p<, consists of measurable functions
g: Rd  R with &g&p=(R d | g|
p)1p<. We will also denote &g&=
supx # R d | g(x)|. For 1 p< and s0 an integer, C s, p(Rd) is the space
of s times continuously differentiable functions g with derivatives D:g,
|:|s, in L p(Rd). As a less standard space, we will also consider functions
g for which all partial derivatives D:1i1 } } } D
:k
ik g are continuous and in L
p(Rd),
provided that the total number of differentiations with respect to any fixed
variable xi does not exceed s. The space of such functions will be denoted
by Ds, p(Rd). We note that Ds, p(R)=C s, p(R) but, for d>1 and s>0,
Cds, p(Rd)3 Ds, p(Rd)3 C s, p(Rd). Because of continuity, the derivatives
involved in the definition of Ds, p(Rd) can be expressed as D:g, with :s.
A natural way to obtain a function g # Ds, p(Rd) is a product g(x)=
,(x1) } } } ,(xd), where , # C s, p(R). We use the subscript b to denote boun-
dedness. Thus, the space Ds, pb (R
d) consists of those g # Ds, p(Rd) for which
all derivatives D:g, :s, are bounded. The support of a function g is the
set supp g=[x | g(x){0] and the space Ds, p0 (R
d) consists of those g #
Ds, p(Rd) with compact support. Finally, the Fourier transform of a func-
tion g # L1(Rd) is defined as F(g)(z)=(2?)&d2 Rd g(x) e
&ix } z dx, z # Rd.
2. THE BINNED KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATOR
2.1. Expansion of the Expected Value
In the computation of the estimation error of f as an estimator of f, most
of the work must be spent on the evaluation of the expectation E[ f (x)].
In the approximation expansions of the following theorem we characterize
the remainder terms assuming that $n , hn as well as $n hn all converge to
zero as n  . We argue in Subsection 2.2 that these conditions are
generally necessary for f to be an asymptotically unbiased, hence consis-
tent, estimator of f.
Theorem 2.1. Let s2 be an even integer, 1 p<, f # Ds, pb (R
d) a
density, and K # Ds, 1(Rd) a kernel function such that R d K=1 and that for
some =>0,
sup
x
|x;|1+= |K(x)|< for all ;1. (2.1)
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Then for all x # Rd, $, h>0, if s=2,
E[ f (x)]=( f V Kh)(x)+($h)2 R1(x, $, h), (2.2)
and if s4,
E[ f (x)]=( f V Kh)(x)+($224) {2f (x)+($h)s R2(x, $, h)+$2R3(x, $, h),
(2.3)
where Ri ( } , $n , hn), i=1, 2, converge to zero if $n , hn  0, $n hn  0,
R3( } , $n , hn) converges to zero if $n , hn  0, and, in all cases, the con-
vergence takes place both pointwise and in L p(Rd).
Proof. The condition (2.1) implies that K is bounded so
E[+ | p^+Kh(x&$+)|]h
&d&K&<. By Fubini’s theorem,
E[ f (x)]=E _:+ p^+Kh(x&$+)&=:+ p+Kh(x&$+), (2.4)
where p+=E[ p^+]=B+ f. The integral-remainder, order s&1 Taylor’s
expansion of f at $+ is
f ( y)= :
s&2
k=0
:
|:|=k
(1:!)( y&$+): D:f ($+)
+ :
|:|=s&1
(s&1): ! |
1
0
(1&t)s&2 ( y&$+):
_D:f ($++t( y&$+)) dt. (2.5)
When we integrate f over B+ using this expansion, the probability p+ is
represented as a sum of two parts, one corresponding to the first s&1
terms and one arising from the remainder. By symmetry, B+ ( y&$+)
: dy
vanishes if at least one :i is odd. Using this, the first part of p+ is easily seen
to be
:
s2&1
k=0
:
|:|=k
$d+2k
(2:+1)! 22k
D2:f ($+).
When this expression is multiplied by Kh(x&$+) and summed over +, one
has to deal with sums of the form
:
+
D2:f ($+) Kh(x&$+) $d, (2.6)
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which can be handled by applying the EulerMaclaurin summation
formula of order l=s&2 |:| to the function g( y)=D2:f ( y) Kh(x& y); see
the Appendix. The condition (A.1) is easily verified using (2.1) since, if
’=(x& y)h, then
| y;|1+= | g( y)|h&d &D2:f & |(x&h’);|1+= |K(’)|.
To verify that g # Dl, 1(Rd), let ;l and use the Leibniz rule for differen-
tiation of products to get
D;y g( y)= :
#; \
;
#+ D#+2:y f ( y) D;&#y [Kh(x& y)].
Note that #+2:;+2:l+2:=s&2 |:|+2:s, and ;&#;ls,
so that by the assumptions of the theorem, each term is a product of two
continuous functions, one bounded and one integrable, so each term is
continuous and integrable. Application of Theorem A.1 to (2.6) gives ( |:|=k)
:
+
D2:f ($+) Kh(x&$+) $d
=|
Rd
D2:f ( y) Kh(x& y) dy
+ :
d
j=1 \
$s&2k
s&2k)!+
j
:
|;|=j
;1
|
Rd
Ps&2k( y$); D (s&2k);y [D
2:f ( y) Kh(x& y)] dy
=(D2:f V Kh)(x)+ :
d
j=1 \
$s&2k
s&2k)!+
j
:
|;|=j
;1
|
R d
Ps&2k( y$);
_ :
#(s&2k) ; \
(s&2k) ;
# + D2:+#f ( y)
_\&1h+
(s&2k) j&|#|
(D(s&2k) ;&#K)h (x& y) dy. (2.7)
The first term contributes to (2.4) the sum
:
s2&1
k=0
:
|:|=k
$2k
(2:+1)! 22k
(D2:f V Kh)(x). (2.8)
Except for the terms involving ($h)s, the expansions (2.2) and (2.3) arise
from (2.8). This is trivial for s=2. For 1ks2&1, one can use the well-
known fact that if 1 p<, then D2:f # L p(Rd) implies that D2:f V Kh
converges to D2:f in L p(Rd ) (e.g. Stein (1970), Chapter III, Subsection 2.2).
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Further, by the boundedness of D2:f and the dominated convergence
theorem it is easy to see that the convergence is also pointwise.
We will next show that the second term of (2.7) contributes to (2.4) a
term ($h)s R(x, $, h), where R has the properties of R1 and R2 stated in
the theorem. Changing the variable of integration to ’=(x& y)h, the
contribution is seen to be a sum of terms of the form
C:;#[($h) (s&2k)( j&1) h2k+|#|g&(x, $, h)]($h)s, (2.9)
where C:;# is a constant, &=(s&2k) ;&#, and for x # Rd,
g&(x, $, h)=|
Rd
Ps&2k((x&h’)$); D2:+#f (x&h’) D&K(’) d’. (2.10)
To show that the function of x in the square brackets of (2.9) converges to
zero in the desired manner, two cases are considered. First, suppose
2k+|#|>0. Since the exponent of $h in (2.9) is nonnegative and that of
h is positive it is enough to show that g&( } , $, h) for $, h>0 is bounded
both pointwise and in L p(Rd). Applying the (generalized) Minkowski’s
inequality for 1 p one has
&g&( } , $, h)&p|
Rd
&Ps&2k(( }&h’)$); D2:+#f ( }&h’) D&K(’)&p d’
&ps&2k& |;| &D2:+#f & p &D&K&1<, (2.11)
where the upper bound is independent of $ and h.
As the second case, suppose 2k+|#|=0, that is, #=k=0. Then
|&|=sj2>0. Further, by the same reasoning as above, only j=|;|=1
needs to be considered. We will show that now g&( } , $n , hn) converges to
zero pointwise and in L p(Rd) when $n , hn , $n hn  0. Let
&(x, $, h)=|
R d
Ps((x&h’)$); D&K(’) d’. (2.12)
Then, by Minkowski’s inequality,
&g&( } , $, h)&&( } , $, h) f &p&ps& |
R d
& f ( }&h’)& f &p |D&K(’)| d’.
(2.13)
The continuity of translation in L p(Rd) (e.g. Stein (1970), Chapter III,
Subsection 2.2) implies that for a fixed ’, & f ( }&h’)& f &p  0, as h  0.
Also, & f ( }&h’)& f &p2 & f &p , so that by the dominated convergence
theorem, the upper bound in (2.13) tends to zero. In the same way one sees
that g&( } , $n , hn)&&( } , $n , hn) f converges to zero pointwise. It remains to
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show that &( } , $n , hn) f  0 pointwise and in L p(Rd). We will in fact show
that &(x, $n , hn)  0 for each x. Since &&( } , $n , hn)&&ps & &D&K&1 ,
the convergence in L p(Rd) then follows by the dominated convergence
theorem.
Thus, let C+=>di=1 [+i , + i+1[, + # Z
d, and change the variable of
integration in (2.12) to !=(x&h’)$ to get
&(x, $, h)=($h)d :
+
|
C+
Ps(!); D&K((x&$!)h) d!.
The integer s is even so, by the property (ii) of pl mentioned before
Theorem A.1 in the Appendix, Ps maintains its sign in C+ . Thus, by the
integral mean value theorem,
|
C+
Ps(!); D&K((x&$!)h) d!=aD&K((x&$!+)h),
where a=C+ Ps(!)
; d! is independent of + by the periodicity of Ps and
!+ # C+ . Hence,
&(x, $, h)=:
+
aD&K((x&$!+)h)($h)d.
Thus, &(x, $, h) is a Riemann sum and we show that it converges to
R d aD
&K(’) d’ when $n hn  0 and that the limit integral vanishes. Let
=>0 and choose a compact cube A/Rd such that Ac |D
&K(’)| d’<=,
where Ac is the complement of A. Choose also a larger compact cube B
that contains A in its interior and, using the uniform continuity of D&K on
B, pick \>0 such that |D&K(’)&D&K(’$)|<= for ’, ’$ # B, &’&’$&<\.
We consider $ and h such that - d ($h)<\ and for which [ y&($h) C+]
& A{<, y # Rd, + # Zd, implies [ y&($h) C+]/B. Here we use the
notation y&($h) C+=[ y&($h) ! | ! # C+]. Let C +=xh&($h) C+ ,
M=[+ # Zd | C + & A{<] and denote + # M C +=CM . Thus, CM /B.
Now
}&(x, $, h)&|R d aD&K(’) d’}
 } :+ # M aD
&K((x&$!+)h)($h)d&|
CM
aD&K(’) d’ } (2.14)
+ :
+ # M c
|aD&K((x&$!+)h)| ($h)d+|
CcM
|aD&K(’)| d’.
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Here C cM /A
c so the last term on the right of (2.14) is bounded by |a| =.
The second term is
:
+ # Mc } |C+ Ps(!)
; D&K((x&$!)h) d! } ($h)d
 :
+ # M c
&ps & ($h)d |
C+
|D&K((x&$!)h)| d!
=&ps& :
+ # M c
|
C +
|D&K(’)| d’&ps& |
A c
|D&K(’)| d’<&ps& =,
where the equality follows from the change of variables ’=(x&$!)h.
Finally, using the uniform continuity of D&K and the fact that &’&’$&<
- d ($h) for ’, ’$ # C + , the first term on the right hand side of (2.14) is
easily seen to be bounded by |a| *(B) =, where *(B) is the volume of B. It
follows that limn   &(x, $n , hn)=R d aD
&K(’) d’ for $n , hn such that
$n hn  0. The limit integral vanishes because |&|>0. Namely, suppose
&i>0. If K has compact support, holding the variables ’j , j{i fixed and
integrating along the ’i direction gives zero. For the general case one can
use an approximation argument as in the proof of Theorem A.1.
Finally, let us consider the contribution of the remainder in (2.5) to
(2.4). Changing the variable of integration to z=( y&$+)$ and denoting
B=[&12, 12]d, this contribution is seen to be
:
|:|=s&1
[(s&1):!] $s&1 :
+
g:($+, $) Kh(x&$+) $d, (2.15)
where, for y # Rd,
g:( y, $)=|
B
|
1
0
(1&t)s&2 z:D:f ( y+$tz) dt dz,
and the absolute convergence of the +-sum is verified shortly. Our aim is
to show that (2.15) is of the form $sR(x, $, h), where R( } , $, h) remains
bounded in the & }&p norm, 1 p, as $n , hn , $n hn  0. A type R1
or R2 error term then results in E[ f (x)], because $sR(x, $, h)=($h)s
[hsR(x, $, h)]. One must therefore show the boundedness of
$&1 :
+
g:($+, $) Kh(x&$+) $d (2.16)
for |:|=s&1.
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First we evaluate (2.16) by applying the EulerMaclaurin summation
formula of order l=1 to the function g( y)= g:( y, $) Kh(x& y), y # Rd.
Clearly, for ;1 and y # Rd,
D;g:( y, $)=|
B
|
1
0
(1&t)s&2 z:D:+; f ( y+$tz) dt dz.
Since D:+;f is continuous and bounded and the domain of integration is
compact, it follows that D;g:( } , $) is also continuous and bounded. Since
K # Ds, 1(Rd) we have g # D1, 1(Rd). The condition (A.1) can be verified as
for (2.6). Note that the absolute convergence of the +-sum (2.15) has now
also been verified. By (A.2) the sum (2.16) equals
$&1 |
R d
g:( y, $) Kh(x& y) dy
+ :
d
k=1
$k&1 :
|;| =k
;1
|
R d
P1( y$); D;y[ g:( y, $) Kh(x& y)] dy. (2.17)
We consider the two terms of (2.17) separately. Setting ’=(x& y)h the
first term becomes
$&1 |
R d
|
B
|
1
0
(1&t)s&2 z:D:f (x&h’+$tz) K(’) dt dz d’. (2.18)
Substituting the first order Taylor’s expansion
D:f (x&h’+$tz)=D:f (x&h’)+ :
|#| =1
|
1
0
($tz)# D:+#f (x&h’+u $tz) du
to (2.18) and noting that B z
: dz=0 because |:|=s&1 is odd, we get
:
|#| =1
|
Rd
|
B
|
1
0
|
1
0
t(1&t)s&2 z:+#D:+#f (x&h’+u $tz) K(’) du dt dz d’.
(2.19)
For 1 p, the & }&p norm of (2.19) is bounded by
&K&1 [s(s&1)] :
|#|=1
&D:+#f &p |
B
|z:+#| dz
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which is independent of $ and h. Using the Leibniz rule and the substitu-
tion ’=(x& y)h the second term of (2.17) becomes
:
d
k=1
:
|;|=k
;1
:
#; \
;
#+ (&1)k&|#|
$k&1
hk&|#|
_|
R d
P1((x&h’)$); D#g:(x&h’, $) D;&#K(’) d’. (2.20)
Consider first terms with #=0. Applying the first order Taylor’s expansion
to D:f this part of (2.20) becomes
:
|&|=1
:
d
k=1
:
|;|=k
;1
(&1)k ($h)k |
R d
|
B
|
1
0
|
1
0
P1((x&h’)$);
_t(1&t)s&2 z:+&D:+&f (x&h’+u $tz) D;K(’) du dt dz d’
and its & }&p norm has the upper bound
:
|&| =1
:
d
k=1
:
|;| =k
;1
($h)k [1s(s&1)] &p1&k &D
:+&f &p &D;K&1 |
B
|z:+&| dz
which converges to zero as $n hn  0. The & }&p norm of the part of (2.20)
that corresponds to terms with |#|1 is bounded by
:
d
k=1
:
|;|=k
;1
:
|#|1
#; \
;
#+ ($h)k&1 h |#|&1[1(s&1)]
_&p1&k &D
:+#f &p &D;&#K&1 |
B
|z:| dz.
This remains bounded as hn , $n hn  0. K
We note that in the expansions (2.2) and (2.3), the precise $h-order of
the term ($h)s Ri (x, $, h) is not clear since R i ( } , $, h)  0. It was shown in
Hall and Wand (1996) that by assuming a less smooth K with special types
of discontinuities in its derivatives, an additional term of the form
R(x, $, h)($h)s emerges, where R does not vanish as $n , hn , $n hn  0. One
could modify the previous proof to obtain a similar result. As an example,
in the univariate case and s4, a slight change in the proof shows that a
non-vanishing order ($h)s term arises if one assumes that K is only s&2
times continuously differentiable with K (s&1), K (s) also continuous except
for finitely many points where K (s&1) has jump discontinuities.
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Suppose the kernel K is bounded. Decompose the pointwise and the
integrated expected squared errors to their usual bias and variance parts,
E[( f (x)& f (x))2]=Bias2[ f (x)]+Var[ f (x)], (2.21)
E |
Rd
( f (x)& f (x))2 dx=|
Rd
Bias2[ f (x)] dx+|
R d
Var[ f (x)] dx, (2.22)
where Bias[ f (x) ] = E [ f (x) ] & f (x) and Var[ f (x) ] = E [ ( f (x) &
E[ f (x)])2]. Substituting (1.3) and (2.4),
Var[ f (x)]= :
+, &
E[( p^+& p+)( p^&& p&)] Kh(x&$+) Kh(x&$&)
=
1
n {:+ p+[Kh(x&$+)]
2&(E[ f (x)])2= , (2.23)
where we used the fact that
E[( p^+& p+)( p^&& p&)]={&p+p& n,p+(1& p+)n,
if +{&,
if +=&.
Now we get the following consistency result for the squared error.
Theorem 2.2. Let f # D2, 1b (R
d) be a density and suppose K # D2, 1(Rd) &
D2, 2(Rd) is a kernel which satisfies (2.1). Then, if $n , hn , $n hn  0 and
nhdn  , E[( f (x)& f (x))
2]  0 for each x and E Rd( f (x)& f (x))
2 dx  0.
Proof. Note first that D2, 1b (R
d)/D2, 2b (R
d), because bounded integrable
functions are square integrable. Since f # L2(Rd ), f V Kh  f in L2(Rd) and,
since f is bounded, the convergence is also pointwise. Taking p=2 in
Theorem 2.1 we then have that both Bias2[ f (x)] and Rd Bias
2[ f (x)] dx
tend to zero as n  .
In the variance (2.23), (E[ f (x)])2  f (x)2 and R d (E[ f (x)])
2 dx 
R d f
2 by taking p=2 in Theorem 2.1. Thus, multiplying by n&1 makes
this part converge to zero. To estimate the other part, define the kernel
S=K2&K 2&1 . Then,
1
n
:
+
p+[Kh(x&$+)]2=
&K2&1
nhd
:
+
p+Sh(x&$+). (2.24)
Using the Leibniz rule, the partial derivatives of S are seen to be linear
combinations of products of two partial derivatives of K which were
assumed to be square integrable. Hence, S # D2, 1(Rd). Since K is bounded,
S also satisfies the condition (2.1). Applying now Theorem 2.1 with p=1
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we have that + p+Sh(x&$+)  f (x) for each x and R d + p+Sh(x&$+) dx
 R d f =1 as n  . Since nh
d  , the variance part of the error also
converges to zero. K
2.2. Bias, $, and h
Let ($n) and (hn) be sequences of bin side lengths and smoothing
parameters, respectively. The remainder terms of the expansions of
Theorem 2.1 were characterized assuming that $n , hn , and $n hn  0. We
will argue that these conditions are generally necessary for (1.3) to define
an asymptotically unbiased estimator of a density f.
Consider the integrated error are suppose f is asymptotically unbiased
(cf. (2.22)),
lim
n   |R d (E[ f (x)]& f (x))
2 dx=0, (2.25)
where the expectation E[ f (x)] is given by (2.4). First we show that one
generally needs to have hn  0. Suppose the kernel K is bounded and
f # L2(Rd). If (hn) were unbounded, there would be a subsequence (still
denoted by (hn)) such that hn  , and therefore E[ f (x)]  0 for each x.
Passing again to a subsequence we would have from (2.25) that
E[ f (x)]  f (x) for a.e. x (e.g. Rudin (1974), Subsection 3.12) so f would
vanish a.e.. Thus, (hn) must be bounded. If hn % 0, we have a subsequence
hn  h0>0. If the corresponding ($n) subsequence is unbounded, it is easy
to see that for a further subsequence with $n   one has E[ f (x)] 
Kh0(x) for all x. Then, as above, f =Kh0 a.e.. If, on the other hand, we have
subsequences hn  h0 , $n  $0>0, and if K is continuous, one can easily
see that E[ f (x)]  + p+Kh0(x&$0 +) for each x, where p+ is computed
with $=$0 . Thus, f could only be a mixture density in this case. The next
possibility would be hn  h0 , and $n  0. However, in this case it as easy
to see that if K is continuous and positive and x0  supp f, there is C>0
such that E[ f (x)]C in a neighborhood of x0 . Hence, (2.25) would
generally fail for example for densities with compact support. Working a
bit more, counterexamples for more general densities can be obtained from
the proof of Theorem 2.1. Taking, say, s=2, one easily sees that (2.2) still
holds with R1( } , $n , hn) bounded (pointwise and in L2(Rd)). One would
then have E[ f (x)]  f V Kh0(x) for each x and, by (2.25), f = f V Kh0 . It
follows that the Fourier transform F(K) is constant in a neighborhood of 0,
that is, K must a flattop kernel (Devroye (1987), Subsection 7.2). In particular,
K cannot be nonnegative or of any finite order r (see Subsection 2.3) since
if its moments up to order r exist, they must vanish (cf. Devroye (1987),
Subsections 2.4 and 7.2). We have now established that the original
sequence (hn) should indeed converge to zero.
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Suppose then that ($n hn) is unbounded and select a subsequence
$n hn  . Under suitable tail conditions on K (the simplest one being a
compact support) most of the mass of the kernel Khn( }&$n +) is concen-
trated on a subset of B+ that has measure negligible to the measure of B+ .
It is easy to see then that lim infn   Rd (E[ f ]& f )
2R d f
2, which
contradicts (2.25). Thus, ($n hn) should be bounded and $n , hn  0.
Finally, if $n hn % 0, there is a subsequence $n hn  :>0. We will
elaborate this last case a bit more because taking $n proportional to hn is
in fact suggested for example in Ha ma la inen (1995), and Scott and
Sheather (1985), and it is also implicit in Section 6 of Hall and Wand
(1996). Such a choice appears to work well in many practical situations but
we want to emphasize that the resulting binned kernel density estimator
can then be consistent only under special circumstances. This was already
recognized in Hall (1982). For simplicity, let d=1, s=2, 1 p<, and
consider a density f and a kernel K as in Theorem 2.1. We claim that
instead of the expansion (2.2) we now have
E[ f (x)]=( f V Khn)(x)+($n hn)
2 G(x, $n , hn)+($n hn)2 R(x, $n , hn),
(2.26)
where R( } , $n , hn)  0 pointwise and in L p(R) but the same is true for
G( } , $n , hn) if and only if
:
+ # Z
:K(:(x&+))=1 for all x # R (2.27)
(see also Hall (1982), p. 391). To prove this, one only needs to examine the
proof of Theorem 2.1. One can easily see that the contribution to E[ f (x)]
of terms (2.9) with |#|>0 (k=0 now), as well as those arising from the
remainder in (2.5) are all of the form ($n hn)2 R( } , $n , hn). In the proof of
Theorem 2.1, the property $n hn  0 was used in an essential way only to
handle the case #=0, and the contribution to E[ f (x)] of this term is now
($n hn)2 G( } , $n , hn) with
G(x, $n , hn)= 12 |
R
p2(x$n&(hn $n) ’) f (x&hn’) K"(’) d’, x # R.
Define
H(x, $n)= 12 |
R
p2(x$n&’:) K"(’) d’, x # R.
Using the uniform continuity of p2 and Minkowski’s inequality as in (2.13)
one sees that G( } , $n , hn)&H( } , $n) f  0 (pointwise and in L p(R)). Hence,
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G( } , $n , hn)  0 if and only if H( } , $n) f  0. Using the fact that p2 has
period 1, p2(x)=&x2+x for x # [0, 1[, and integrating by parts one gets
H(x, $n)=:&2 { :+ # Z :K(:(x$n&+))&1= .
Clearly, if (2.27) holds, then H( } , $n) vanishes identically and thus
H( } , $n) f  0 trivially. Suppose then that (2.27) is not satisfied. Since
+ # Z :K(:( }&+)) is continuous and periodic with period 1, it follows that
there is \>0 and subintervals [++a, ++b]/[+, ++1[ such that
|H(x, 1)|\ for x # [++a, ++b], + # Z. Then |H(x, $n)|=|H(x$n , 1)|
\ for x # [(++a) $n , (++b) $n], + # Z, and it follows by elementary
analysis that one cannot have H( } , $n) f  0 pointwise or in L p(R).
Since f V Khn  f in (2.26), the above discussion shows that if K # C
2, 1(R)
satisfies (2.1), $n , hn  0, $n hn  :>0, and 1 p<, then R |E[ f ]& f |
p
 0 for some f # C 2, pb , and hence for all f # C
2, p
b , if and only if (2.27) holds.
It is possible to choose K and : so that the condition (2.27) is satisfied but in
general it fails. It fails for example for all :>0 when K is the Gaussian kernel.
Namely, if K(x)=(2?)&12 exp(&x22) and F(K)(z)=(2?)&12 exp(&z22)
is the Fourier transform of K, then by the Poisson summation formula
(Stein and Weiss (1971), Chapter VII, Corollary 2.6),
:
+ # Z
:K(:+)=- 2? :
+ # Z
F(K)(2?+:)=1+ :
+ # Z"[0]
e&2?2+2:2>1,
so (2.27) is not satisfied with x=0 for any :>0. As a consequence, the
Gaussian-based binned kernel estimator cannot be consistent in the mean
integrated squared error sense for any f # C 2, 2b if $n , hn  0 and $n hn
 :>0.
Under some additional assumptions one can actually obtain a precise
and informative formula for the limiting value of the mean integrated
squared error of the binned estimator f . Suppose that f # C 2, 1b (R) and
K # C2, 1(R) & C2, 2(R) and that K satisfies (2.1). Reasoning as in the proof
of Theorem 2.2 it follows easily from the previous discussion that if $n ,
hn  0, nhn  , and $n hn  :>0, then
lim
n   {E |R( f (x)& f (x))2 dx&|R _ :+ # Z :K(:(x$n&+))&1&
2
f (x)2 dx==0.
Note that K # C2, 1(R) implies that F(K) also satisfies (2.1) (with ==1). It
then follows from Lemma A.2 given in the Appendix that
lim
n  
E |
R
( f (x)& f (x))2 dx=4? & f &22 :

+=1
|F(K)(2?+:)|2=4? & f &22 IK (:),
(2.28)
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where IK (:)=+=1 |F(K)(2?+:)|
2. This formula quantifies the amount
of potential inconsistency in the binned estimator. An alternative form
involving K directly is
lim
n  
E |
R
( f (x)& f (x))2 dx=4? & f &22 |
1
0
1
2 } :+ # Z"[0] F(K)(2?+:) e
2?i+x }
2
dx
=& f &22 |
1
0 _ :+ # Z :K(:(x&+))&1&
2
dx, (2.29)
where the first equality follows by writing the right side of (2.28) in a
different form and the second equality is obtained by setting $n=1 in (A.6).
The formulas (2.28) and (2.29) imply the following result.
Proposition 2.3. Consider a kernel K # C2, 1(R) & C2, 2(R) that satisfies
(2.1). Let $n , hn  0, nhn  , and $n hn  :>0. Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) limn   E R ( f & f )
2=0 for some density f # C 2, 1b .
(ii) limn   E R ( f & f )
2=0 for all densities f # C 2, 1b .
(iii) + # Z :K(:(x&+))=1 for all x # R.
(iv) F(K)(2?+:)=0 for +=1, 2, ....
We note by (iv) above that one can in fact make f a consistent estimator
of f for example by choosing K so that the support of F(K) is contained
in ]&2?:, 2?:[. The inconsistency of the binned estimator when $n hn 
:>0 is caused by the fact that the gaps between the kernels placed at the
bin centers do not close with increasing sample size (cf. Fig. 5). A kernel
whose Fourier transform has a sufficiently small support has tails heavy
enough to remedy this problem. In case of the Gaussian kernel K we have
IK (:)=(12?) +=1 e
&4?2+2:2>0 for any : and, by (2.28),
lim
n  
E |
R
( f & f )2=2 & f &22 :

+=1
e&4?2+2:2. (2.30)
The formula (2.30) can explain why the choice $n=:hn , while in prin-
ciple inconsistent, often works practice. In Scott and Sheather (1985) one
aims to design the binned estimator so that
E R ( f & f )
2
E R ( f & f )
2
1+\, (2.31)
where f is the kernel estimator and \>0 is a small constant that describes
the desired accuracy. The denominator is approximated by its asymptotic
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value (14) h4 & f "&22 _
4
K+(nh)
&1 &K2&1 , _2K=R y
2K( y) dy (see (2.43)), and
the smoothing parameter hn=[&K2&1(_4K & f "&
2
2)]
15 n&15 that minimizes
this asymptotic value is used for h. In the numerator the approximation
used by the authors leads to choosing for the binned estimator the smoothing
parameter hbn=(1+\)
&1 hn and $n=:hbn with :=_K[12[(1+\)
52&1]]12
r_K - 30\. By (2.28) the numerator of (2.31) converges to 4? & f &22 IK (:)
while the denominator converges to zero by the consistency of the kernel
estimator. Thus, when IK (:)>0, the left side of (2.31) actually converges
to infinity. However, for the Gaussian K and a choice \=0.01 one has
:r0.55 and IK (0.55)r3.34 } 10&58. It is therefore not surprising that the
failure of (2.31) does not show for practical sample sizes if one uses the rule
$n=0.55hn .
Similarly, in Hall and Wand (1996) one designs the binned estimator to
satisfy
E R ( f & f )
2
E R ( f & f )
2
\, (2.32)
for a small \>0. The smoothing parameter h that minimizes the denominator
is used both for the kernel estimators and the binned estimator. If the
denominator is again approximated by its asymptotic value and h is replaced
by the minimizer hn defined above, then one is led to choose $n=:hn with
:=(&K&2 &K$&2) - 15\. For the Gaussian kernel K and a wide range of \,
say 0.01\0.2, this recipe is close to that of Scott and Sheather (1985).
Writing f & f =( f & f )+( f & f ) the numerator on the left side of (2.32) is
seen to converge again to 4? & f &22 IK (:), the ratio tends to infinity but for
a very small \ this does not show in practice.
However, both (2.31) and (2.32) can break down if one uses lower
accuracy, say 0.1\0.2, for example because the resulting larger bins
can speed up computations considerably. In Fig. 1 the left sides of the error
ratios (2.31) and (2.32) are plotted against the logarithm of the sample size
when both K and f are N(0, 1) densities and \=0.15. The numerators were
evaluated as sample means of 100 Monte Carlo integrations and the
denominator was computed using the exact formula (e.g. Wand and Jones
(1995), Section 2.6). We see that (2.31) and (2.32) begin to fail seriously
even for moderate sample sizes.
A very crude indicator of when such a failure is possible can be obtained
by replacing the left side of (2.31) or (2.32) by their asymptotic value
C(:, n)=4? & f &22 IK (:)E R ( f & f )
2 and solving n0 from the equation
C(:, n0)=1+\ or C(:, n0)=\, respectively. At least when K, f tN(0, 1)
the numerators of (2.31) and (2.32) decrease monotonically to their limit-
ing value so n0 is in fact an upper bound for the maximum sample size that
one should use with the accuracy \ and the corresponding :. In the example
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FIG. 1. The binned estimator error compared to the kernel estimator error for different
sample sizes n. The upper and lower panels show the left sides of the error ratios (2.31) and
(2.32), respectively. In both cases \=0.15 and the smoothing parameter in the denominator
is the asymptotically optimal hn=1.06n&15. In the upper panel hbn=0.92n
&15 and $n=2.24hbn
in the numerator, and the dotted line indicates the error ratio value 1.15. In the lower panel
$n=2.12hn and the dotted line indicates the error ratio value 0.15. The dashed lines show
950 confidence intervals.
of Fig. 1 we get n0 r10.000 for (2.31) (upper panel) and n0 r2000 for (2.32)
(lower panel). In practice it seems best to keep $n small relative to hn , say,
$n hn r0.5. In fact, both papers referred to here appear to favor a choice like
\=0.01 that typically leads to such a $n . Choosing $n large relative to hn
saves in computations but for large sample sizes the performance of the binned
estimator can then become much worse than that of the kernel estimator.
2.3. The Asymptotic Error
We develop asymptotic error formulas assuming that a kernel of some
fixed order is used. Let r2 be an even integer. By definition, an order r
kernel K satisfies the conditions
(i) K is symmetric, i.e., K(&x)=K(x), x # Rd,
(ii) R d K=1,
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(iii) R d |x
:| |K(x)| dx< for |:|r.
(iv) R d x
:K(x) dx=0 for 1|:|r&1,
(v) R d x
:K(x) dx{0 for some |:|=r.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose p # [1, 2], s>0 is an integer, and g # C s, p(Rd ). Let
K be a kernel of order r and denote +:(K)=[(&1) |:|:!] Rd y
:K( y) dy.
Then, for a.e. x # Rd,
( g V Kh)(x)= g(x)+hr 7 s :
|:|=r 7 s
+:(K) D:g(x)+hr 7 sR(x, h), (2.33)
where r 7 s is the smaller of the integers r and s and R( } , h)  0 in L p(Rd )
as h  0. Further, when rs, the second term on the right hand side vanishes
identically only if g is identically zero ( for r>s it of course always vanishes
by (iv) above). If D:g is bounded for |:|=r 7 s, then (2.33) holds for all x
and R( } , h)  0 pointwise.
Proof. Denote q=r 7 s. Use the order q Taylor expansion of g at x to
get
(g V Kh)(x)=|
Rd
g(x& y) Kh( y) dy
= g(x)+ :
|:|=q
(&1)q (q:!)
_|
R d
|
1
0
(1&t)q&1 y:D:g(x&ty) Kh( y) dt dy.
By applying Minkowski’s inequality, the integrals on the right hand side as
functions of x are seen to have finite & }&p -norms so they are well defined
for a.e. x. For bounded D:g they exist for all x. Now change the variables
to ’=ty and {=1t to get
(g V Kh)(x)= g(x)+ :
|:|=q
(&1)q
_(q:!) |
R d
|

1
({&1)q&1 {d&1’:Kh({’) d{D:g(x&’) d’
= g(x)+hq :
|:|=q
(D:g V L:h)(x), (2.34)
where
L:(’)=(&1) |:| ( |:|:!) |

1
({&1) |:|&1 {d&1’:K({’) d{,
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and, as usual, L:h(’)=h
&dL:(’h). It is easy to see that Rd L
:(’) d’=
+:(K). We therefore get (2.33) from (2.34) if we show that D:g V L:h 
+:(K) D:g in the appropriate sense as h  0. But
(D:g V L:h)(x)&+
:(K) D:g(x)=|
R d
[D:g(x&h’)&D:g(x)] L:(’) d’
so the result for L p(Rd) follows from Minkowski’s inequality, continuity of
translation in L p(Rd) (e.g. Stein (1970), Chapter III, Subsection 2.2) and
the dominated convergence theorem. The pointwise result follows directly
from continuity of D:g and the dominated convergence theorem.
Finally, let q=r and denote ,= |:|=r +
:(K) D:g. If &,&p=0, the
Fourier transform F(,)(z)=[ |:| =r +
:(K) irz:] F(g)(z) vanishes identi-
cally. Since K is an order r kernel, the polynomial multiplying F(g) has at
least one nonzero coefficient +:(K) and hence vanishes on a set of measure
zero. Thus F(g) vanishes a.e. and, by taking the inverse Fourier transform,
g must be a zero function. K
Using expansions (2.21) and (2.22) together with Theorem 2.1 and
Lemma 2.4 one can develop asymptotic error formulas for the binned
kernel density estimator for all combinations of even r2, s2. In the
case s4, rs, explicit orders for both h and $ can be obtained so we give
this as an example.
Theorem 2.5. Let s4 and 2rs be even integers. Suppose f # Ds, 1b (R
d)
is a density and let K # Ds, 1(Rd) & Ds, 2(Rd) be an order r kernel that satisfies
(2.1). Let $n , hn , $n hn  0 and suppose ($n hn)s=O(h rn+$
2
n). Define
,= :
|:| =r
[(:!)&1 |
Rd
y:K( y) dy] D:f. (2.35)
Then, for a fixed x, the expected squared error of the binned kernel density
estimator is
E[( f (x)& f (x))2]=(h rn,(x)+($
2
n 24) {
2f (x))2
+(nhdn)
&1 &K2&1 f (x)+o(h2rn +$
4
n)+o((nh
d
n)
&1),
(2.36)
and the corresponding integrated error is
E |
R d
( f (x)& f (x))2 dx=|
Rd
(h rn,(x)+($
2
n 24) {
2f (x))2 dx
+(nhdn)
&1 &K2&1+o(h2rn +$
4
n)+o((nh
d
n)
&1). (2.37)
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Proof. First note that Ds, 1b (R
d)/D s, 2b (R
d). Applying Theorem 2.1 and
Lemma 2.4 with p=2, and combining the error terms using the assumption
($n hn)s=O(h rn+$
2
n), one gets
E[ f (x)]= f (x)+hrn,(x)+($
2
n 24) {
2f (x)+(hrn+$
2
n) R(x, $n , hn), (2.38)
where R( } , $n , hn)  0 both pointwise and in L2(Rd). Using the Schwarz
inequality to estimate the error terms one then gets
Bias2[ f (x)]=(hrn,(x)+($
2
n24) {
2f (x))2+(h2rn +$
4
n) R(x, $n , hn), (2.39)
where R( } , $n , hn)  0 pointwise and in L1(Rd). This gives the squared bias
parts of (2.36) and (2.37) together with the remainder o(h2rn +$
4
n).
For variance, we employ the formula (2.23). Substituting (2.38) and
using the Schwarz inequality again one gets
(E[ f (x)])2= f (x)2+2hrn f (x) ,(x)+($
2
n 12) f (x) {
2f (x)
+(hrn+$
2
n) R(x, $n , hn), (2.40)
where R( } , $n , hn)  0 pointwise and in L1(Rd). The contribution of the
first term in (2.23) is handled defining S=K 2&K 2&1 and using the formula
(2.24). As in Theorem 2.2, we have that S # Ds, 1(Rd) so Theorem 2.1 with
p=1 together with Lemma 2.4 with p=1, r=2, gives
:
+
p+Shn(x&$n +)= f (x)+h
2
n(x)+($
2
n 24) {
2f (x)
+(h2n+$
2
n) R(x, $n , hn), (2.41)
where R( } , $n , hn)  0 pointwise and in L1(Rd) and we denote
= :
|:| =2
[(:!)&1 |
R d
y:S( y) dy] D: f.
One gets the variance part of (2.36) and (2.37) by keeping only the largest
contribution from (2.40) and (2.41) which corresponds to the term f (x)
of (2.41). K
In estimating the variance we did not include a ‘‘second order’’ term
because the second largest term actually depends on the dimension. In
pointwise error, the second largest term is &n&1f (x)2 for d=1, while for
d>2 it is (nhd&2n )
&1 &K2&1 (x). For d=2 the two are comparable. Since
R d =0, the second order term in the integrated variance is &n
&1 R d f
2
for d=1 and 2 but, for d>2, the situation is unclear. These comments
remain valid for the ordinary kernel density estimator for which we get
(2.40) and (2.41) with $n=0. Thus, the occasional inclusion of a second
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order term &n&1f (x)2 or &n&1 Rd f
2 is not always justified in that setting
either (cf. the comment on the variance of the multivariate binned kernel
estimator in Hall and Wand (1996), Subsection 5.2, and Scott (1992),
Theorem 6.4).
Using the notation (2.35), the well-known error formulas for the ordinary
kernel density estimator are
E[( f (x)& f (x))2]=h2rn ,(x)
2+(nhdn)
&1 &K 2&1 f (x)
+o(h2rn )+o((nh
d
n)
&1), (2.42)
E |
R d
( f (x)& f (x))2 dx=h2rn |
Rd
,2+(nhdn)
&1 &K2&1
+o(h2rn )+o((nh
d
n)
&1). (2.43)
A proof along the lines of Theorem 2.5 can be given if for example
f # C s, 1b (R
d) and K # L1(Rd) & L2(Rd) is an order rs kernel. We note that
(2.42) and (2.43) are obtained from (2.36) and (2.37) by setting $n=0.
One can now use (2.36), (2.37), (2.42), and (2.43) to choose the bin size
$n so that the error of the binned estimator and the ordinary kernel
estimator are comparable. Suppose that r=2 and consider the integrated
errors. Then $n=o(hn) implies that (2.37) is of the form (2.43). The usual
asymptotically optimal sequence hn=[(d4)(&K2&1&,2&1)]1(4+d) n&1(4+d )
obtained by minimizing the sum of the first two terms of (2.43) is then
optimal also for (2.37) and the minimum errors satisfy
lim
n  
E Rd ( f & f )
2
E Rd ( f & f )
2
=1. (2.44)
Note however that the condition ($n hn)s=O(h2n+$
2
n)=O(h
2
n) of Theorem
2.5 means that $n must in fact satisfy $n=O(h1+2sn ). For sufficiently large
s (smooth f and K) we can then take $n=Ch1+=n for a small =>0. This is
advantageous in reducing the computational complexity of f , as larger $n
generally means fewer terms in (1.3). We discuss this issue further in the
next section.
For r4 we can require $2n=o(h
r
n). Note that since r2rs+1, we have
$n=o(hrs+1n ) and therefore ($n hn)
s=o(h rn)=o(h
r
n+$
2
n) is automatically
satisfied. Again, the optimal hn is the same for f and f and (2.44) holds. One
could also try to increase $n a little by taking $2n 24=Ch
r
n and choosing C
appropriately. The condition ($nhn)s=O(h rn+$
2
n) is satisfied and the
optimal hn for (2.37) is [(d2r)(&K2&1 &(,+C {2f )2&1)]1(2r+d) n&1(2r+d ).
The limit of the error ratio (2.44) is now [&(,+C {2f )2&1 &,2&1]d(2r+d ).
We can try to choose C>0 so that this limit is smaller than 1+\ for some
small \>0. In order to do this one needs estimates of the derivatives of f
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or, alternatively, one could plug in a simple reference density. For
f tN(0, _2Id), the limit is of the form [1+aC_r&2+bC2_2(r&2)]d(2r+d ),
where the coefficients a and b depend only on K and they can be easily
evaluated.
We also observe that, perhaps a little surprisingly, binning a kernel
estimate can sometimes in fact reduce the asymptotic error. Namely, let k
be an order r univariate kernel such that (&1)r2 R d x
rk(x) dx>0, and
consider the order r product kernel K(x)=k(x1) } } } k(xd). The limit error
ratio (2.44) is then of the form (1+aC+bC2)d(2r+d ), where b>0 and,
using the Fourier transform and the Plancherel theorem,
a=&(2r !)(&1)r2 |
R d
xrk(x) dx |
Rd
&z&2
__ :
d
j=1
zrj & [F( f )(z)]2 dz&F(,)&22<0.
It follows that the limit error ratio has a minimum value which is less than
1 when C has the positive value &a(2b). The binned kernel estimator f
obtained with the corresponding bin size then has a smaller asymptotic
error than the ordinary kernel estimator. As an example, suppose
ftN(0, _2Id), and r=4. Then, independently of k and _, the limit ratio
(2.44) for the minimizing bin size equals 0.87 when d=1 and it decreases
monotonically to zero as d increases.
3. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
3.1. Lower and Upper Bounds
As explained in Section 1, we measure the computational complexity of
the binned kernel density estimator by ;n , the mean number of nonempty
bins (1.2) over samples X1 , ..., Xn . If the values of X can be assumed to
fall in a fixed bounded set, then a crude upper bound for ;n is of course
a constant multiple of $&dn , where $n is the bin side length. We will show
that if such a restriction is not made and $n satisfies a natural decay condi-
tion, then ;n=O($&dn ) is not in fact possible for densities other than those
which vanish outside a set of finite measure. Also, although for most
densities with compact support we have that ;n is asymptotically essen-
tially a constant multiple of $&dn , it turns out that for moderate n this may
in general give a very wrong picture of how ;n depends on n, even for
densities with compact support. Further, for densities with unbounded
support, assuming that X falls in a fixed bounded set means clipping off the
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tails of f which, if kept, would in some cases account for most of the non-
empty bins. In fact, heavy tails can cause ;n to have rate n1&= for arbitrarily
small =>0. A careful analysis of the expected number of nonempty bins is
therefore in order.
Throughout this section we consider a fixed sequence ($n) such that
$n  0, as n  . We use the notations Bn+ and Nn+ for the bin and the
corresponding bin count to show explicitly their dependence on n through
the sequence ($n). Thus, Nn+=ni=1 1(Xi # Bn+), and the expected number
of nonempty bins is
;n=E _:+ 1(Nn+>0)&=:+ P(Nn+>0). (3.1)
Denote the Lebesgue measure in Rd by * and let *f be the distribution of
X, *f (B)=B f d*. Then, P(Nn+>0)=1&[1&*f (Bn+)]
n and, by (3.1),
;n=:
+
[1&(1&*f (Bn+))n]. (3.2)
In the following we will develop useful explicit upper and lower bounds
for ;n .
A trivial observation already referred to above is that if supp f /
]&a, a[d, then ;n(2a)d $&dn , for n sufficiently large. For a bounded
density we have the following lower bound result.
Theorem 3.1. Let f be a bounded density. Then for sufficiently large n,
;n$&dn |
R d
[1&(1&$dn f )
n]. (3.3)
Proof. Let Vn+ be uniformly distributed on Bn+ and define Yn+=$dn f (Vn+).
Let n be so large that Yn+<1 for all +. Define the convex function ,(t)=
(1&t)n, t<1, and apply Jensen’s inequality to get
(1&*f (Bn+))n=(1&E[$dn f (Vn+)])
n=(1&E[Yn+])n=,(E[Yn+])
E[,(Yn+)]=$&dn |
Bn+
,($dn f (v)) dv=$
&d
n |
Bn+
(1&$dnf )
n.
It follows then from (3.2) that
;n:
+ _1&$
&d
n |
Bn+
(1&$dn f )
n&
=:
+
$&dn |
Bn+
[1&(1&$dn f )
n]=$&dn |
Rd
[1&(1&$dn f )
n]. K
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In principle, the dependence of the lower bound (3.3) on $n is quite
explicit. To get more information one should however integrate a rather
complicated function and, except for very simple special cases, this is not
possible. One situation where the lower bound (3.3) can be developed
further is a density which is bounded off from zero on set of finite measure.
Here and in the sequel we use the notation pos f =[x # Rd | f (x)>0].
Suppose *(pos f )< and infx # pos f f (x)=\>0. Then (3.3) gives
;n$&dn |
pos f
[1&(1&$dn f )
n]$&dn [1&(1&$
d
n\)
n] *(pos f ).
If n $dn   (cf. Corollary 3.6), then (1&$
d
n \)
n=(1&(n $dn\) n
&1)n=o(1),
so that
;n(1+o(1)) *(pos f ) $&dn .
Such a lower bound has the same form as the trivial upper bound O($&dn )
mentioned earlier.
We will next give a lower bound which is potentially somewhat smaller
than (3.3) but which is valid for all f and all n and which can be evaluated
much more easily. Throughout this section we use the notations
An=[x # Rd | f (x)(n $dn)
&1],
Acn=[x # R
d | f (x)<(n $dn)
&1],
where Acn is the complement of An . If n$
d
n   (cf. Corollary 3.6), then An
can be visualized as the expanding volume bounded by the level set
f (x)=(n $dn)
&1.
Theorem 3.2. For any f and any n,
;n(1&e&1)[$&dn *(An)+n*f (A
c
n)], (3.4)
where 1&e&1r0.63.
We use the following simple lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. Let B be a Borel set.
(i) If B/An , then *(B)n $dn *f (B).
(ii) If B/Acn , then *(B)n $
d
n*f (B). If *(B)>0, we actually have a
strict inequality.
Proof. We note that for any B, n $dn*f (B)=B (n$
d
n) f d*. If B/An , then
(n $dn) f (x)1 for all x # B. If B/A
c
n , then (n $
d
n) f (x)<1 for all x # B. K
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Lemma 3.4. For all t # [0, 1],
(i) 1&e&tt,
(ii) 1&e&t(1&e&1) t.
Proof. Using Taylor’s expansion of et one sees that 1+tet for all t,
which includes (i). For part (ii), consider the function ,(t)=(1&e&t)t,
t # ]0, 1]. The derivative ,$(t)=[(1+t) e&t&1]t2 is negative because
1+t<et for t{0. Hence , is decreasing and (ii) follows from ,(t),(1). K
Proof of Theorem 3.2. From (i) of Lemma 3.4 we have
1&(1&t)n1&e&nt (3.5)
for all n and t # [0, 1]. Let
Jn=[+ # Zd | n*f (Bn+)1].
Then, if + # Jn , we have by (3.5) that
1&(1&*f (Bn+))n1&e&n*f (Bn+)1&e&1,
and if + # J cn , we have by (3.5) and (ii) of Lemma 3.4 that
1&(1&*f (Bn+))n1&e&n*f (Bn+)(1&e&1) n*f (Bn+).
It follows that
;n=:
+
[1&(1&*f (Bn+))n](1&e&1) _ |Jn |+n :+ # Jcn *f (Bn+)& , (3.6)
where |Jn | is the number of elements of the set Jn (at most n). Now,
|Jn |=$&dn * \ .+ # Jn Bn++
=$&dn * \An & .+ # Jn Bn+++$
&d
n * \Acn & .+ # Jn Bn++
$&dn * \An & .+ # Jn Bn+++n*f \A
c
n & .
+ # Jn
Bn++ , (3.7)
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where the inequality follows from (ii) of Lemma 3.3. Similarly,
n :
+ # Jcn
*f (Bn+)=n*f \ .+ # Jcn Bn++
=n*f \An & .+ # J cn Bn+++n*f \A
c
n & .
+ # Jcn
Bn++
$&dn * \An & .+ # J cn Bn+++n*f \A
c
n & .
+ # Jcn
Bn++ , (3.8)
where the inequality follows by (i) of Lemma 3.3. The inequality (3.4) now
follows from (3.6) by adding (3.7) and (3.8). K
If supn n $dn<, we have ;nn=O($
&d
n ). Thus, the simple upper bound
valid for a compact support density is in this case valid for all densities. As
a corollary of Theorem 3.2 we have that in the non-trivial case when
supn n $dn=, virtually the only densities for which this simple upper
bound holds are those with a compact support.
Corollary 3.5. Let supn n $dn=. If ;n=O($
&d
n ), then necessarily
*(pos f )<.
Proof. Clear by (3.4) because supn n $dn= implies that supn *(An)=
*(pos f ). K
Another consequence of (3.4) is the following corollary which states that,
in order for the complexity of the binned estimator to be strictly smaller
than that of the ordinary kernel estimator, one should have n $dn  .
Corollary 3.6. If ;n=o(n), then n $dn  .
Proof. Let ;n=o(n). Then, by Theorem 3.2, both (n $dn)
&1 *(An)  0,
and *f (Acn)  0. Suppose that n $
d
n% . Then there is a C>0 such that for
a subsequence (still denoted by n $dn) we have n $
d
nC. It follows that
*(An)  0, and, by the absolute continuity of the measure *f , also *f (An)
 0. But then 1=*f (An)+*f (Acn)  0, a contradiction. K
It is possible to prove an upper bound of the same type as the lower
bound formula (3.4) provided that f satisfies a regularity condition. Let
B=[x # Rd | &x&1] be the closed unit ball and denote \n=- d $n . Also,
for two sets S and T, let S+T=[x+ y | x # S, y # T]. For our upper
bound result we need f to satisfy either
lim
n  
$&dn *((An+\nB) & A
c
n)
$&dn *(An)+n*f (A
c
n)
=0, (3.9)
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or
lim
n  
n*f ((Acn+\n B) & An)
$&dn *(An)+n*f (A
c
n)
=0. (3.10)
Note that the denominator $&dn *(An)+n*f (A
c
n) is always positive: if
*(An)=0, then *f (Acn)=Acn f =Rd f =1. It turns out that the densities
often used in practice actually satisfy a stronger condition such as (cf. (3.9))
lim
n  
*((An+\n B) & Acn)
*(An)
=0. (3.11)
We give examples in the next subsection. The set (An+\n B) & Acn is a
‘‘shell’’ of thickness \n around the set An . The condition (3.11) means that,
compared to the volume of An itself, the volume of the shell should become
negligible as n  .
Theorem 3.7. If f satisfies either (3.9) or (3.10), then
;n(1+o(1))[$&dn *(An)+n*f (A
c
n)]. (3.12)
Proof. Suppose that the condition (3.9) holds. First we find an upper
bound for 1&(1&*f (Bn+))n. Trivially, 1&(1&*f (Bn+))n1, for all n and
+. Also, for all n and +,
1&(1&*f (Bn+))n=*f (Bn+)
1&(1&*f (Bn+))n
1&(1&*f (Bn+))
=*f (Bn+) :
n&1
k=0
(1&*f (Bn+))kn*f (Bn+),
because (1&*f (Bn+))k1 for all k. Thus,
1&(1&*f (Bn+))n1 7 (n*f (Bn+)) (3.13)
for all n and +. Define
Rn=[+ # Zd | Bn+ /An],
Sn=[+ # Zd | Bn+ /Acn], Tn=(Rn _ Sn)
c.
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Then Rn , Sn , Tn are disjoint and Zd=Rn _ Sn _ Tn . It follows from (3.13)
that
;n=:
+
[1&(1&*f (Bn+))n]
= :
+ # Rn _ Tn
[1&(1&*f (Bn+))n]+ :
+ # Sn
[1&(1&*f (Bn+))n]
|Rn & Tn |+n :
+ # Sn
*f (Bn+)
=$&dn :
+ # Rn _ Tn
*(Bn+)+n :
+ # Sn
*f (Bn+). (3.14)
Here
:
+ # Rn _ Tn
*(Bn+)=*(An)+ :
+ # Tn
*(Bn+ & Acn)
and
:
+ # Sn
*f (Bn+)*f (Acn).
Thus, by the estimate (3.14),
;n$&dn *(An)+$
&d
n :
+ # Tn
*(Bn+ & Acn)+n*f (A
c
n). (3.15)
Let + # Tn and suppose that y # Bn+ & Acn . Since Bn+ & An {<, we can pick
an x # Bn+ & An and write y=x+( y&x) with &y&x&- d $n=\n .
Therefore, Bn+ & Acn /(An+\nB) & A
c
n , where B is the closed unit ball. We
then have
:
+ # Tn
*(Bn+ & Acn)*((An+\n B) & A
c
n)
which together with (3.15) and the condition (3.9) implies (3.12).
The proof is analogous for the condition (3.10). Only now the split of
(3.14) in the +-sum is done into the sets Rn and Sn _ Tn . K
3.2. Examples
We will present examples of densities that satisfy (3.11) and also give
some concrete upper and lower bounds for ;n . In all examples we assume
that n $dn   (cf. Corollary 3.6)
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Example 1. Let f have compact support, that is, pos f is bounded. We
have
*((An+\n B) & Acn)
*(An)

*((pos f +\n B) & Acn)
*(An)
.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that
lim
n  
*((pos f +\n B) & Acn)=*(pos f "pos f ).
Also,
lim
n  
*(An)=*(pos f ). (3.16)
It follows that (3.11) holds if *(pos f "pos f )=0, a condition satisfied by
all reasonable densities. Now, by Theorem 3.7,
;n(1+o(1))[$&dn *(An)+n*f (A
c
n)]
=(1+o(1))[$&dn *(An)+n*f (A
c
n & pos f )]
(1+o(1)) $&dn [*(An)+*(A
c
n & pos f )]=(1+o(1)) $
&d
n (pos f ),
where the second inequality follows from (ii) of Lemma 3.3. Combining this
with Theorem 3.2 and using (3.16) we get
(1+o(1))(1&e&1) *(pos f ) $&dn ;n(1+o(1)) *(pos f ) $
&d
n . (3.17)
Example 2. Let d=1. The condition (3.11) is then satisfied if f has one
or two positive decreasing tails. For example, if there is an a>0 such that
supp f /]&a, [ and f is decreasing on [a, [, then
*((An+\n B) & Acn)
*(An)

2a+\n
*(An)
 0,
as n  , because *(An)  .
Example 3. Many radially symmetric multivariate densities are also
easily handled. Suppose that a>0, ,: [0, [  ]0, [ is decreasing on
[a, [, and limr   ,(r)=0. Consider a density f (x)=,(&x&). Let n be so
large that (n $dn)
&1,(r0) for some r0>a. Define rn=supra [r | ,(r)
(n $dn)
&1]. Clearly, rn  . Also,
[x | a&x&<rn]/An & [x | &x&a]/[x | a&x&rn]
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so that *(An)   and, denoting by Cd the volume of the unit ball,
*((An+\n B) & Acn)
*(An)

*([x | &x&a])+*([x | rn&x&rn+\n])
*(An)

Cdad
*(An)
+
Cd[(rn+\n)d&rdn]
Cd (rdn&a
d)
=o(1)
because the rdn cancels out in the numerator of the second term. As a conse-
quence, (3.11) is satisfied by f tN(0, Id). A straightforward computation
shows that it is also satisfied by a general multivariate normal density
f tN(b, 7), and that then
(1+o(1))(1&e&1)(det 7) Cd $&dn r
d
n;n(1+o(1))(det 7) Cd $
&d
n r
d
n ,
(3.18)
where rdn=(1+o(1)) 2
d2[log(n $dn)]
d2.
We note that in the formulas (3.4) and (3.12) the term $&dn *(An)
dominates n*f (Acn) whenever *(pos f )< and n $
d
n  . Namely, then
n*f (Acn)=n*f (A
c
n & pos f )$
&d
n *(A
c
n & pos f ) by (ii) of Lemma 3.3 and
*(An)  *(pos f ) while *(Acn & pos f )  0 as n  . It can be shown that
$&dn *(An) dominates also if f tN(b, 7). We show by examples that if the
tails of the density are sufficiently heavy, the two terms can also be equally
important or n*f (Acn) may even dominate. The expected number of non-
empty bins may then be significantly higher than $&dn .
Example 4. Let d=1. Suppose that f vanishes on ]&, 0[, a>0, and
f (x)=C[x(log x)2]&1 for xa. Let n be so large that (n $n)&1< f (a) and
let an>a satisfy
f (an)=C[an(log an)2]&1=(n $n)&1. (3.19)
Then an  , $&1n *(An)$
&1
n an , and
n*f (Acn)n |

an
f (x) dx=Cn |

an
[x(log x)2]&1 dx=Cn(log an)&1.
it follows that
$&1n *(An)
n*f (Acn)
C &1(n $n)&1 an log an
=C&1C[an(log an)2]&1 an log an=(log an)&1  0,
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where in the first equality (3.19) was used for (n $n)&1. Hence n*f (Acn)
dominates $&1n *(An).
Example 5. Let f be as in the previous example except that f (x)=
Cx&p for xa for some p>1. Now we have f (an)=(n $n)&1 for an=
(Cn $n)1p  . Further,
$&1n *(An)=(1+o(1)) $
&1
n an=(1+o(1)) C
1pn1p $1p&1n . (3.20)
On the other hand,
n*f (Acn)=n*f ([0, a] & A
c
n)+n*f (]an , [).
Integration gives for the second term n*f (]an , [)=( p&1)&1 C1pn1p_
$1p&1n . The first term is negligible because by (ii) of Lemma 3.3,
n*f ([0, a] & Acn)$
&1
n *([0, a] & A
c
n)a$
&1
n
and $&1n (n
1p $1p&1n )=(n $n)
&1p  0. Thus,
n*f (Acn)=(1+o(1))( p&1)
&1 C 1pn1p$1p&1n . (3.21)
Equations (3.20) and (3.21) show that the terms $&1n *(An) and n*f (A
c
n) are
now comparable. Further, as p  1 (making the tail heavier), the relative
importance of n*f (Acn) increases.
As discussed in Subsection 2.3, choosing a small $n makes the estimation
error of the binned kernel density estimator comparable to the error of the
ordinary kernel density estimator. However, small $n generally also means
more computational burden when using the estimator since the number of
nonzero terms in (1.3) can be large. This fact is concretely visible in the
previous examples. Namely, if ($$n) is a sequence of bin side lengths such
that $n$$n  , n $dn , n $$
d
n  , and if ;n , ;$n are the corresponding expected
numbers of nonempty bins, then one clearly has ;$n ;n   both in
Example 1 and 5. Further, if $n and $$n are of the form Cn&t and C$n&t$, t$>t,
this is easily verified also for a multivariate normal density (Example 3).
Thus, one should choose the sequence ($n) so that it converges to zero at
the slowest possible rate that still produces error comparable to the kernel
estimator.
Referring to Subsection 2.3, for a second order kernel the maximal $n is
proportional to h1+2sn , where hn is the optimal kernel estimator smoothing
parameter. Thus, we take $n=Cn&(1+2s)(4+d). Let us consider how big a
reduction in computational complexity this choice allows in the previous
examples. We assume that d<2s in order to have n $dn  . For a density
f with compact support (Example 1), ;n has the rate n(1+2s)[d(4+d )]
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obtained from $&dn . We note that, for a fixed d, the rate is n
d(4+d )+= for
arbitrarily small =>0 provided that f and K are sufficiently smooth
(s large). For d=1 this is n15+= suggesting a very substantial reduction
in complexity. However, when d increases the standard kernel density
estimator complexity n is gradually approached. For a multivariate normal
density (Example 3), a factor (log n)d2 is added to n(1+2s)[d(4+d )] giving
rise only to a marginal rate increase. Since s can now be chosen arbitrarily
large (if a smooth K is used), we have ;n=o(nd(4+d )+=) for any =>0 when
$n is chosen appropriately. The densities of Example 5 show that the rate
can in fact approach n even in dimension 1. Namely, the rate obtained
from n1p $1p&1n is n
[45&2(5s)]p+15+2(5s), where the exponent increases to
1 as p decreases to 1.
For an order r4 kernel we can choose $n proportional to hr2n , $n=
Cn&r(4r+2d ). The condition n $dn   requires that d<4r(r&2) in the
previous examples. For a compact support density we get the rate ndr(4r+2d )
for ;n . Note that the rate gets worse with increasing r and that for r=4 it
is n2d(8+d ) which is still worse than the r=2 rate nd(d+4)+= (for a sufficiently
small =). However, the estimation error rate decreases with increasing r so
choosing an r involves a trade-off between computational complexity and
error. For the multivariate normal density the rate (log n)d2 ndr(4r+2d ) is
FIG. 2. The example density.
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obtained and for the densities of Example 5, rates arbitrarily close to n are
again obtained by choosing p sufficiently close to 1. In summary, at least
for low dimensional densities with sufficiently light tails the binned kernel
density estimator may offer ordinary kernel estimator quality accuracy at
substantially reduced computational cost. However, high dimensionality
and heavy tails can both lead to the loss of the computational advantage.
3.3. A Simulation Study
We will discuss a small simulation that illustrates the asymptotic nature
and the practical relevance of some of the results of this section. In Example
1 we showed that for a density f with a compact support, ;n has asymptotically
the rate $&dn . Since such a result could be trivially ‘‘inferred’’ simply by
counting the number of bins that intersect the support of f, one might ask
whether Theorems 3.2 and 3.7 have any practical relevance in this case.
Let us consider the density f depicted in Fig. 2. The density has the
support [1, 100], it equals Cx&2 on [2, 99], Cr1.51, and it is four times
FIG. 3. The (base 10) logarithm of ;n is plotted against the logarithm of n (solid line).
The bin size was $n=n&310. The dashed lines are the logarithms of the left and the right sides
of (3.23), while the dash-dotted lines are the logarithms of the left and the right sides of (3.22).
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continuously differentiable. Take $n=Dn&t. Then, dropping the 1+o(1),
the formula (3.17) gives the estimates
62.58D&1nt;n99D&1nt. (3.22)
However, it turns out that due to the rather long tail of f, there is a range
of moderate values of n for which it is in fact better to use the more precise
formulas (3.4) and (3.12). Substituting (3.20) and (3.21) in (3.4) and (3.12)
one gets the estimates
1.55D&12n (t+1)2;n2.46D&12n(t+1)2. (3.23)
Taking $n proportional to h1+2sn , s=4, gives t=310. The formula (3.22)
then suggests the rate n310 for ;n while (3.23) gives the quite different rate
n1320. Figure 3 shows for D=1 how the faster rate is appropriate for a
wide range of values of n while the slower rate manifests itself eventually
as n gets sufficiently large. The value of ;n was estimated by drawing
FIG. 4. The (base 10) logarithm of ;n is plotted against the logarithm of n (solid line).
The bin size was $n=10n&15. The dashed lines are the logarithms of the left and the right
sides of (3.23) while the dash-dotted lines are the logarithms of the left and the right sides
of (3.22).
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samples of size n from f and computing the average number of nonempty
bins in 100 trials. The variance of the estimates was negligible.
The ranges of n for which the two different rates are valid depend on the
multiplicative constant D and the power t that determine the bin size.
Figure 4 shows a second simulation with $n proportional to hn (note the
discussion in Subsection 2.2 on such a choice). The rates n15 and n35 are
now suggested for ;n by (3.22) and (3.23), respectively.
Thus, even for a density with a compact support, there may be situations
where the formula (3.17) is too crude and bounds such as (3.23) that are
based on more careful analysis should be used instead. Suppose for example
that one wants to estimate how the complexity of the binned kernel estimator
f scales with n. Such information could be important in the practical design
of a system that relies on heavy use of f estimated from samples of different
sizes. Continuing our simple example, suppose that $n=n&310 is used and
denote by bn the number of nonempty bins observed for a sample of size
n. Let n1=10 and n2=10000. Then the value of E(bn2 bn1) estimated as the
sample mean in 100 independent trials is 103.30 with sample standard
deviation 21.85. Since E(bn)=;n , one might hope to get a rough estimate
for E(bn2 bn1) from the ratio ;n2 ;n1 . Using (3.22) with n=n1 and n=n2
one gets the wildly optimistic result 5.02E(bn2bn1)12.57, whereas
(3.23) gives the realistic estimates 56.34E(bn2 bn1)140.99.
4. CONCLUSIONS FOR PRACTICE
We have presented a rigorous analysis of the integrated error of the multi-
variate binned kernel density estimator and discussed its computational
complexity as measured by the expected number of nonempty bins. Here
we summarize the main results as they might help guide the practitioner’s
work and present one more simulation that illuminates the potential and
limits of binning.
Suppose a sample of size n from an unknown density is given. To set up
the binned estimator one has to select two parameters, the smoothing
parameter hn and the bin side length $n . The goal is to have the estimation
error of the binned estimator essentially the same as that of the standard
kernel estimator while having the number of terms of the binned estimator
substantially less than n. To minimize the computational cost of the binned
estimator one would like to use the largest possible $n that still produces
estimation quality comparable to that of the standard kernel estimator.
The usual design rules given in the literature suggest to take hn equal or
close to the optimal smoothing parameter of the standard kernel estimator
and $n=:hn for some constant :>0. The coefficient : is then used to
control the error of the binned estimator relative to the error of the
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standard kernel estimator. One result of the previous analysis is that such
a choice will result in a binned estimator that will not converge to the true
density as n  . However, if : is sufficiently small, say 0.5 in the one
dimensional case using the Gaussian kernel, as typically suggested in the
literature, then the error due to the inconsistency of the binned estimator
is negligible and the suggested rule of thumb works well. Nevertheless, it is
important not to push the limits of the approximations behind such rules
as demonstrated in Fig. 5 which shows the binned estimator of the standard
normal density using the Gaussian kernel when n=106 and :=2.24 (cf.
Subsection 2.2).
The error formulas of Subsection 2.3 can be used to suggest choices of hn
and $n that do result in a consistent binned estimator. For a nonnegative
kernel a consistent choice is $n=:h1+2sn for any :>0, where s describes
the smoothness of the underlying density and the kernel used. The error of
the binned estimator is then asymptotically equal to that of the ordinary
estimator but there is no simple way to guide the choice of : in order to
control the relative error of the binned and the ordinary kernel estimators.
A reasonable choice for the Gaussian kernel would be :=0.5 as above
since h1+2sn =o(hn) and decreasing $n makes the binned estimator look
FIG. 5. The binned estimator of the standard normal density using the Gaussian kernel,
sample of size n=106, h=0.92n&15, and $=2.24h.
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more like the standard kernel estimator. For a kernel of order r4 a
consistent rule of the form $n=:hr2n can be derived and : can be chosen
based on the relative error criterion (2.31). However, this requires the
estimation of the derivatives of the unknown density or the use of some
simple plug-in reference density in the resulting computations.
The computational savings of binning, as measured by the asymptotic
growth rate of the average number of nonempty bins, depend on the
dimensionality of the data and the tails of the estimated density. For low
dimensions and densities with light tails substantial savings are possible.
Given =>0, one can for example construct a binned estimator for the
univariate standard normal density which is asymptotically as accurate
as the standard kernel estimator and for which the average number of
nonempty bins is only o(n15+=). In higher dimensions the computational
advantage may soon be lost. For the multivariate normal density the
average number of nonempty bins is at best of the order nd(4+d )+=, =>0,
so the rate approaches n as the dimension d increases. However, the rate
can approach n even in the one-dimensional case if the tails of the estimated
density are sufficiently heavy.
If the density is restricted to a bounded set, the number of nonempty
bins is naturally O($&dn ) but our analysis shows that for the unrestricted
density such a rate holds essentially only for densities which vanish outside
a bounded set. Further, even for such densities, the rate for moderate n can
significantly differ from $&dn . If higher order kernels are used, the choice of
the order involves a trade-off between the computational complexity and
the error.
Such asymptotic growth rate results for the average number of nonempty
bins give a rough idea of how the computational complexity of the binned
estimator depends on the sample size and the dimensionality of the data.
To get a more accurate picture we give in Table I simulation results for the
standard normal density and the Gaussian kernel in dimensions d=1, ..., 5
and for sample sizes n=10k, k=2, ..., 5. Sample means of the number of
nonempty bins over 1000 trials are given. For d=1, 2 and 3 we also give
intervals corresponding to the 2.50 and the 97.50 sample quantiles. For
fixed n and d three lines are given corresponding to three different ways to
choose the smoothing parameter and the bin side length for the binned
estimator. The first method is to extend the one dimensional calculations
of Scott and Sheather (1985) to d dimensions. Suppose the kernel is a
d-fold product of a univariate kernel K and hn is the asymptotically optimal
smoothing parameter for the ordinary kernel estimator (see Subsection 2.3). If
\>0 is the desired relative error (see (2.31)), then this approach leads to
using the smoothing parameter (1+\)&1d hn and the bin side length $n=
_K - 6\(1+4d ) (1+\)&1d hn . We used the value \=0.01. In the second
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TABLE I
Simulation Results for the Number of Nonempty Bins in Case of the Standard Multivariate
Normal Density and the Gaussian Kernel. For each Sample Size n and Dimension d, Three
Different Bin Side Length Selection Rules are Tested (see the Text) and for each Rule the
Average Number of Nonempty Bins in 1000 Trials is Given. For Dimensions d=1, 2 and 3
also the Intervals Corresponding to the 2.50 and the 97.50 Sample Quantiles are shown.
d
1 2 3 4 5
20 [17, 23] 87 [81, 93] 99 [97, 100] 100 100
100 22 [19, 25] 82 [76, 89] 98 [96, 100] 100 100
12 [10, 14] 54 [47, 60] 88 [82, 94] 98 100
42 [38, 45] 577 [554, 600] 973 [963, 983] 999 1000
1000 45 [41, 49] 494 [472, 515] 938 [922, 953] 995 1000
24 [22, 27] 211 [198, 224] 666 [640, 688] 927 987
n
79 [75, 83] 2397 [2353, 2440] 9079 [9024, 9132] 9964 9999
10000 85 [81, 89] 1892 [1854, 1929] 8046 [7975, 8116] 9842 9988
45 [42, 48] 663 [644, 682] 3736 [3672, 3796] 8050 9636
142 [137, 146] 7677 [7613, 7745] 72869 [72627, 73105] 98851 99959
100000 153 [148, 158] 5867 [5812, 5926] 53868 [53620, 54092] 95192 99660
80 [76, 83] 1874 [1843, 1901] 16743 [16611, 16870] 58838 90612
and the third methods we simplified this to dimension independent rules
$n=0.5_Khn and $n=_Khn , respectively. For the Gaussian kernel we have
_K=1 and hn=[4(2+d )]1(4+d ) n&1(4+d ). We note from Table I that
increasing the dimension very quickly produces an adverse effect on the
number of nonempty bins and, in general, binning fails to produce com-
putational savings beyond dimension d=3. However, in low dimensions
binning appears to offer substantial computational savings, especially for
large sample sizes.
Naturally, making bins larger by using, say, method 3 instead of method 1,
produces fewer nonempty bins but this also leads to a larger estimation
error. We estimated the relative difference between the mean integrated
squared errors of the binned kernel estimator and the optimal standard
kernel estimator for dimensions d=1, 2, 3 and sample sizes n=10k,
k=2, ..., 5 and found that for the methods 1 and 2 it varied between 10
and 40 while for the method 3 it varied between 30 and 70. The mean
integrated squared error of the binned estimator was estimated using an
average of 1000 Monte Carlo integrations each based on a random sample
of size 1000. The error of the standard kernel estimator was computed
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using the asymptotically optimal smoothing parameter and the exact for-
mula given in Section 4.4 of Wand and Jones (1995).
Of course, if one is willing to accept lower estimation accuracy it might
well be asked whether the standard kernel estimator based on a random
subsample of the original sample might in fact produce accuracy and com-
putational complexity comparable to those of the binned estimator. To
answer this question we finally computed for each n and d the sample size
needed in the standard estimator to achieve the same mean estimation
error as with the n-sample binned estimator. This is easily done by setting
the exact standard estimator mean error formula equal to the desired
binned estimator mean error and solving for the sample size. The results
are summarized in Table II. The end points of the given intervals correspond
to those standard kernel estimator sample sizes that give mean errors equal
to the 2.50 and the 97.50 sample quantiles of the binned estimator error
distribution. Comparing with Table I that gives the average number of
terms in the binned estimator we conclude that for dimensions d3 the
binned estimator can indeed offer a computationally efficient alternative to
the standard kernel estimator, especially for large sample sizes.
TABLE II
Simulation Results for the Standard Multivariate Normal Density and the Gaussian Kernel
Showing the Sample Sizes Required in the Ordinary Kernel Estimator to Produce Mean
Integrated Squared Error Equal to that of the n-Sample Binned Estimator. For Each Sample
Size n and Dimension d, Three Different Bin Side Length Selection Rules are Tested (See the
Text). The End Points of the Intervals Correspond to the 2.50 and 97.50 Sample Quantiles
of the Error Distributions of the Binned Estimator. The Means and the Quantiles are Based
on 1000 Trials.
d
1 2 3
96 [20, 1346] 101 [30, 504] 98 [36, 370]
100 95 [21, 1307] 102 [31, 505] 97 [36, 351]
92 [21, 1283] 96 [29, 499] 90 [32, 351]
959 [269, 6234] 975 [390, 3132] 969 [479, 2155]
1000 957 [284, 6548] 972 [389, 3171] 961 [476, 2136]
918 [259, 6189] 917 [377, 3025] 882 [437, 1956]
n
9833 [3471, 45569] 9780 [4969, 20871] 9826 [5698, 16987]
10000 9786 [3435, 43148] 9739 [4948, 21179] 9721 [5597, 17255]
9479 [3375, 41717] 9144 [4648, 19981] 8886 [5194, 15421]
98155 [42003, 289655] 98877 [61962, 166579] 97821 [69541, 143913]
100000 98006 [40973, 281939] 98241 [61280, 167529] 96600 [68450, 140606]
94719 [40948, 273302] 92481 [58081, 155191] 88361 [62924, 128574]
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A. APPENDIX
Although the one-dimensional EulerMaclaurin summation formula is
well covered in the literature (e.g. Abramowitz and Stegun (1965), p. 806,
Davis and Rabinowitz (1967), Chapter 2, Section 9, Szidarovszky and
Yakowitz (1978), Subsection 3.2.4), its multivariate extension is rarely
discussed. A rigorous treatment is given on pp. 254266 of Bhattacharya
and Rao (1976) but their regularity assumptions are unnecessarily restric-
tive for our purposes. We therefore present here our own version of the
multivariate EulerMaclaurin summation formula. Let bl , l1, be the
degree l Bernoulli polynomial. We define for x # [0, 1[,
pl(x)={bl(x),bl(0)&bl(x),
if l is odd,
if l is even,
and extend pl periodically to the whole real line. Then, by the properties
of Bernoulli polynomials (Abramowitz and Stegun (1965), pp. 804805),
(i) for l2, pl is continuous and pl(+)=0 for all + # Z,
(ii) for even l, pl(x) has the sign of bl(0) for all x.
Theorem A.1. Let l>0 be an integer, g # Dl, 1(Rd), and suppose that
for some =>0,
sup
x
|x;|1+= | g(x)|< for all ;1. (A.1)
Then, for all $>0,
:
+ # Zd
g($+) $d=|
R d
g(x) dx+ :
d
k=1
($ll!)k :
|:| =k
:1
|
Rd
Pl(x$): Dl:g(x) dx,
(A.2)
where the series on the left converges absolutely and Pl(x)=( pl(x1), ..., pl(xd)).
Proof. We will first assume that g has compact support, i.e., g # Dl, 10 (R
d)
and prove (A.2) by induction on d. The case d=1 is the well-known univariate
EulerMaclaurin summation formula; note that because g is assumed to
have compact support, the terms involving the endpoints of a suitably large
interval of integration vanish and have therefore been omitted from (A.2).
Suppose then that theorem holds for d dimensions and let g # Dl, 10 (R
d+1).
For + # Zd+1, x # Rd+1, denote +=(+$, +d+1), x=(x$, xd+1), +$ # Zd, x$ # Rd.
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Then, because g( } , +d+1) # Dl, 10 (R
d), we have by the induction hypothesis
that
:
+ # Z d+1
g($+) $d+1= :
+d+1 # Z
\ :+$ # Z d g($+$, $+d+1) $
d+ $
= :
+d+1 # Z
_|R d g(x$, $+d+1) dx$+ :
d
k=1
($ll!)k
_ :
|:|=k
:1
|
Rd
Pl(x$$): Dl:g(x$, $+d+1) dx$& $ (A.3)
=|
Rd _ :+d+1 # Z g(x$, $+d+1) $& dx$+ :
d
k=1
($ll !)k
_ :
|:|=k
:1
|
Rd
Pl(x$$): Dl: _ :+d+1 # Z g(x$, $+d+1) $& dx$.
Note that due to the compact support of g, all sums are finite and can
therefore be integrated term by term. Now g(x$, } ) # Dl, 10 (R), so, by the
d=1 formula,
:
+d+1 # Z
g(x$, $+d+1) $
=|
R
g(x$, xd+1) dxd+1
+($ll !) |
R
pl(xd+1 $) Dld+1g(x$, xd+1) dxd+1 . (A.4)
The formula (A.2) for d+1 is then obtained in a straightforward manner
by substituting (A.4) in (A.3) and moving the differentiation operator Dl:
behind the integral sign, which is clearly allowed by the dominated con-
vergence theorem due to the compact support of g.
The proof for a general g # Dl, 1b (R
d) is obtained by an approximation
argument (cf. Adams (1975), Theorem 3.18). Pick , # Dl, 10 (R
d) such that
,(x)=1 for &x&1, ,(x)=0 for &x&2, and |,(x)|1 for 1&x&2.
Then for all :l and x # Rd, |D:,(x)|C, where C>0 is a constant. For
0<h<1, let ,h(x)=,(hx), x # Rd. Then ,h(x)=1 for &x&1h, ,h(x)=0
for &x&2h, and |,h(x)|1 for 1h&x&2h. Further, |D:,h(x)|
Ch |:|C, for all :l, x # Rd.
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Let now g # Dl, 1b (R
d) and define gh=,h g. Then gh # Dl, 10 (R
d) and, by
the first part of the proof, (A.2) holds with g= gh ,
:
+ # Z d
gh($+) $d=|
R d
gh(x) dx+ :
d
k=1
($ll!)k :
|:|=k
:1
|
Rd
Pl(x$): Dl:gh(x) dx.
(A.5)
Also, since g and gh agree for &x&1h, we have for :l,
&D:g&D:gh&1|
&x&1h
|D:g(x)| dx+|
&x&1h
|D:gh(x)| dx
=|&x&1h |D
:g(x)| dx
+|
&x&1h } :;: \
:
;+ D;,h(x) D:&;g(x) } dx
|
&x&1h
|D:g(x)| dx+C :
;: \
:
;+ |&x&1h |D:&;g(x)| dx,
where the Leibniz rule for differentiation of products was used after the first
inequality. The right hand side tends to zero as h  0 because the partials
of g are integrable. Hence the right hand side of (A.5) converges to the
right hand side of (A.2) as h  0.
It remains to show that the left hand side of (A.5) converges to left hand
side of (A.2) as h  0. By the properties of , we have that for each + and
h, | gh($+)|| g($+)| and limh  0 gh($+)= g($+). The desired convergence
therefore results from the dominated convergence theorem (applied to the
sum), provided that the left side of (A.2) converges absolutely. But this is
a consequence of (A.1) which implies
sup
x
[(1+|x1| ) } } } (1+|xd | )]1+=| g(x)|=C<,
so that
:
+ # Z d
| g($+)| $d= :
+ # Z d
| g($+1 , ..., $+d)| $d
C$d :
+ # Z d
(1+$ |+1| )&1&= } } } (1+$ |+d | )&1&=
=C$d _ :j # Z (1+$ | j | )
&1&=&
d
<. K
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Note that condition (A.1) was needed only to guarantee the absolute
convergence of the left hand side of (A.2). Other conditions could therefore
be formulated easily.
Lemma A.2. Let f # L2(R), suppose K # L1(R) is continuous, R K=1,
and assume that both K and its Fourier transform F(K) satisfy the condition
(2.1). If :>0 and limn   $n=0, then
lim
n   |R _ :+ # Z :K(:(x$n&+))&1&
2
f (x)2 dx=4? & f &22 :

+=1
|F(K)(2?+:)|2.
Proof. By the Poisson summation formula (Stein and Weiss (1971),
Chapter VII, Corollary 2.6)
:
+ # Z
:K(:(x$n&+))=- 2? :
+ # Z
F(K)(2?+:) e2?i+x$n.
Since - 2? F(K)(0)=1, we have
:
+ # Z
:K(:(x$n&+))&1=- 2? :
+ # Z"[0]
F(K)(2?+:) e2?i+x$n. (A.6)
The series + # Z"[0] F(K)(2?+:) converges absolutely because F(K)
satisfies (2.1). Changing the order of integration and summation it follows
that
|
R _ :+ # Z :K(:(x$n&+))&1&
2
f (x)2 dx
=2? :
+, & # Z"[0]
F(K)(2?+:) F(K)(2?&:) |
R
f (x)2 e2?i(++&) x$n dx
=4? & f &22 :

+=1
|F(K)(2?+:)| 2
+2? :
++&{0
+, & # Z"[0]
F(K)(2?+:) F(K)(2?&:) |
R
f (x)2 e2?i(++&) x$n dx,
where the second equality follows by separating out the terms correspond-
ing to ++&=0 and using the fact that F(K)(&2?+:) is the complex
conjugate of F(K)(2?+:). The assertion of the Lemma now follows from
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the dominated convergence theorem applied to the double sum when one
notices that
|
R
f (x)2 e2?i(++&) x$n dx=- 2? F( f 2)(&2?(++&)$n)  0
as n   since the Fourier transform of f 2 vanishes at \. K
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